7
The Roman name of "republic" evoked first and above all the memory of government without kings. 8 Roman authors dated their republic from the death of Rome's last king, Tarquinius Superbus, and mourned its fall in the principate of Augustus. 9 As French and American politicians came increasingly into conflict with their own monarchs, they found a valuable ideology of opposition already fully formed in the Roman senatorial attitude toward Caesar and his successors. The guiding principle of this republican tradition, as remembered (for example) by Thomas Paine, was government for the "res-publica, the public affairs, or the public good", perceived as naturally antithetical to monarchy and to any other form of arbitrary rule.
10 Paine and other eighteenth-century republicans viewed the individual and the collective well-being of citizens as the only legitimate purpose of government. Their rallying cry of "liberty" signified subjection to laws made for the common good, and to nothing and to no one else.
11 Statesmen traced this principle to the frequently cited passage in Livy, 12 attributing the liberty of Rome to Lucius Junius Brutus and to his introduction of elected magistrates into Roman politics, constrained by the rule of law.
13
American and French republicans thought of themselves as part of a twothousand year-old tradition, originating in Rome. The standard account divided political science between the "ancient prudence", destroyed by Caesar and Augustus, "whereby a civil society of men is instituted and preserved upon the foundation of common interest" and the "modern prudence", in force ever since, "by which some man, or some few men, subject a city or a nation, and rule it according to his or their private interests".
14 Republicans fought to restore the ancient prudence, which ended "with the liberty of Rome".
15 John Adams, the Massachusetts republican (and later president of the United States), credited this analysis to James Harrington, the English commonwealthsman, 16 who attributed it to Donato Giannotti, the Florentine exile, 17 who had it from Tacitus, 18 in a passage made popular for English and American readers by Thomas Gordon 19 and passed on as a legacy of liberty from generation to generation. 20 The tradition of republican opposition to arbitrary authority in Europe had developed far in advance of the French and American Revolutions 21 and strongly influenced political events centuries before new republics emerged on the scene, or nations knew them by that name.
22
Thomas Hobbes perceived the threat to settled institutions in republican doctrine and blamed the schools and universities for instigating the English Civil War, by teaching "Cicero, and other Writers [who] have grounded their Civill doctrine, on the opinions of the Romans, who were taught to hate Monarchy", and to love republican government, so that "by reading of these Greek, and Latine Authors, men from their childhood have gotten a habit (under a falseshew of Liberty,) . . . of licentious [ly] controlling the actions of their Soveraigns; and again of controlling those controllers, with the effusion of so much blood; as I think I may truly say, there was never any thing so deerly bought, as these Western parts have bought the learning of the Greek and Latine tongues". 23 Italian, Dutch, and English reformers all appealed to Roman institutions, 24 with enough success that by the early eighteenth century in Britain, John Trenchard and Thomas Gordon (writing as "Cato") could claim that although the "[t]he same principles of nature and reason that supported liberty in Rome, must support it here and everywhere", 25 Hanoverian England was "the best republick in the world, with a prince at the head of it", being "a thousand degrees nearer a-kin to a common wealth . . . than it is to absolute monarchy".
26
"Commonwealth" was simply the English translation of "republic", but the short history and ultimate failure of the self-styled "Commonwealth" of England in the seventeenth century complicated subsequent usage. Although the English commonwealth was denominated "respublica" on Oliver Cromwell's state seals, 27 as the American Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
